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Pirc Barbara’s Personal Experience: 

During the investigation I and several investigators were getting very high emf readings and 

responses on both KII and Ghost meter in several locations within the house.  There will be other 

investigators comments on this phenomenon these are mine. There was no rhyme or reason to 

the events. Sometimes the meter would peg or seem to respond to questions then other times 

there was just no reasonable explanation for the readings.  

At first I felt there must be an electrical reason. There were several locations: one location was in 

the dining area, one in the attic and one in the 3rd floor bedroom and hall.  

When we first took readings in the dining area there were none. We left the meters on the table 

and went about trying to communicate when suddenly the meters sprang to life. Like I said at 

first they seem to be responding to questions, however the responses just didn't feel consistent or 

responsive enough to attribute them to a 'paranormal' event.  

The problem was they didn't seem to be electrically related either. At first we thought it was only 

the dining area however when we found that there were sections in the attic and one of the 

upstairs bedrooms/hall it made the problem harder to solve.  

We would just begin to resign ourselves that it 'must' be electrical when the exact same location 

that caused the meters to go off would go completely dead. Door frames, mid-air spots, walls, 

tables, floors, hallways, 3/4 way to ceilings etc all gave us conflicting readings. 

The dining table just got stronger as the night progressed to the point where the meter just stayed 

pegged but as I said there was no consistent reason. We came down to breakfast expecting the 

table to still give us a solid reading but when we turned on our devices they were flat. Nothing. 

We did find that it would beep once when the furnace cycled (something that did not happen the 

night before - the meter never cycled once) but that was it. The device was flat all the rest of the 

time. We tried everything we could think of to debunk the readings.  

It is possible that there is a residual event that grew stronger as the night progressed with no 

'intelligence' but there isn't enough evidence to convince me. While these events proved 

interesting no scientific or paranormal conclusions could be reached. 

 


